Abstract--AU prior interferometric S A R imaging experiments to date dealt with pairwise pmesaing. S i m u l t a n e o u s image collections from two antenna systems or two-pass single antenna collections are pnnmsed as interferometric pairs to extract rorresponding pixel by pixel phase difierences which encode terrain elevation height. The phime differences are wrapped values which must be unwrapped and scaled to yield terrain he*t. We propose two major dames of techniquea that hold promise for robust multiboseline (multiple pair) interferometric SAR terrain elevation mapping. TBe fimt builds on the capability of a recently published method for robust weighted and unweighted leastsquares phase unwrapping, while the second attach the problem directly in a n " u m likelihood (ML) formulation. We will provide several e u~p l e a (actual and simulated S A R imagery) that illnstrate the advantaw and disadvantages of each method. 
INTRODUCTION
S A R image collectitnu can be processed in interferometric pairs to yield temporal change detection products or digital terrain elevation maps accurate in relative elevation to a few centimeters with accanpanying spatial resolution dictated by the spatial resolution ofthe SAR images themselves [11- [3] . No other previously developed terrain elevatian mapping technolagy (such as optical stenmcqy) can yield maps with such p i s i o n . especially d d e r i n g the daybight, all weather capability and long stand&distances possible with SAR. All is the least-squares solutim to the phase unwrapping problem.
We can incaporate k pairwise observations in the above armulatiaaby solving (4) w i t h anew right hand side, p .that 
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